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The Neuro-Link Tribe is a global community of people development professionals who share
a passion for making our world work better through developing neuro agile people!
Our partnering program provides business professionals and people development
practitioners across the globe with the opportunity to conduct business with our online,
state of the art performance optimization system, consisting of brain-based assessments
and learning solutions!

EXCITING BUSINESS PARTNER OPPORTUNITIES!
Neuro-Link licenses business partners to use our assessments
and learning solutions to support the services they offer to their
clients, such as recruiting, learning and development,
performance improvement and executive coaching. Our
business partners all have one thing in common:
They are passionate about working with people!
If you have ever dreamed of launching your own recruiting,
training or consulting practice, we have the tools and the
expertise to help you succeed. Or, if you are already in business,
we can help you add additional products to increase your range
of solutions and make your practice even more profitable.
By offering our assessments and learning solutions to your
clients, you will provide them with new insights into their
organization and people. You make money re-selling our
assessments, which in turn creates many additional
opportunities to provide learning solutions and value-added
services to help your clients improve their performance.
So, we provide you with an online assessment and learning
solutions delivery system, support, and over 27 years of
experience working with entrepreneurs. We take care of the
science, technology and branding, so you can focus on building
your practice and helping your clients succeed.

PARTNER PROGRAM STRUCTURE
LEVEL 1 CERTIFIED PRACTITIONER
Certified Practitioners are professionals like coaches,
psychologists, therapists, counselors and teachers with
their own practices, or HR & OD practitioners in
companies, universities or colleges, who work with people
on a one to one basis. They use our NAP™ brain profile
assessments and the online Brain Agility Booster Program
to help their coachees, patients, students or clients
optimize the ease, speed and flexibility with which they
learn, think and process information. A Certified
Practitioner has completed our online Neuro Agility Brain
Profile Practitioner Self-Study Program and is certified as
a Neuro Agility Practitioner. This practitioner can use and
sell our NAP™ assessments and Brain Booster learning
solutions to individual end-users at a discounted price, but
is not licensed to sell in volumes to businesses. They
can sell up to 10 brain profile assessments and Brain
Booster learning solutions per month. At any time they
wish, Certified Practitioners can upgrade to various other
levels of partnership.

LEVEL 2 MASTER CERTIFIED PRACTITIONER
Master Certified Practitioners are professionals like
coaches, psychologists, therapist, counselors and lecturers
with their own practices, or HR & OD practitioners in
companies, colleges and universities who work with people
on a one to one basis. They use our online NAP™ brain
profile and Emotional Intelligence (EI) assessments, as well
as our online Brain Booster and EI learning solutions to help
their coachees, patients, students or clients to improve their
performance. A Master Certified Practitioner has completed
our NAP™ Brain Profile Practitioner and Emotional
Intelligence Practitioner Self-Study Programs and are
certified as Neuro Agility and Emotional Intelligence
Practitioners. This practitioner purchases assessments and
learning solutions at a discounted price and can debrief and
sell to individual end-users, but is not licensed to sell in
volumes. They can sell up to 10 assessments and learning
solutions per month. At any time they wish, Master Certified
Practitioners can upgrade to other levels of partnership.

LEVEL 3 CERTIFIED PARTNER
Certified Partners are usually entrepreneurial people
development professionals like coaches, psychologists,
teachers, business consultants or businesses who render
learning and development services to universities, colleges,
schools and businesses in large volumes. They have
completed our online NAP™ Brain Profile Practitioner Training
and are licensed to purchase NAP™ assessments and Brain
Booster learning solutions at discounted prices and re-sell to
end-users in volumes. At any time they wish, Certified
Partners can upgrade to other levels of partnership.

LEVEL 4 MASTER CERTIFIED PARTNER
Master Certified Partners are usually entrepreneurial people
development professionals like coaches, psychologists, teachers,
business consultants or businesses who render learning and
development services to universities, colleges, schools and
businesses in large volumes. They have completed our online
NAP™ Brain Profile Practitioner Training, as well as Emotional
Intelligence (EI) Practitioner Training. Master Certified Partners are
licensed to purchase our NAP™ and EI assessments, as well as
Brain Booster and Emotional Intelligence learning solutions at
discounted prices and re-sell to end-users in volumes. At any time
they wish, Master Certified Partners can upgrade to other levels of
partnership.

LEVEL 5 CORPORATE PARTNER
Corporate Business Partners are very well established business consultancies or assessment companies in
the people development industry, with a strong client base and a platform of influence in their country / state /
province of permanent residence. Our Corporate Business Partners meet the criteria of being highly qualified
and experienced, entrepreneurial business professionals. They maintain their company identity and brand, but
are licensed as major distributors and re-sellers of Neuro-Link’s assessments and learning solutions in large
quantities. They have completed the appropriate online practitioner training for the products they sell.
Corporate Business Partners are also licensed to create a business partner network consisting of Master
Certified and Certified Partners, as well as practitioners. They also train their own partners and
practitioners. Their license agreement secures them the right to purchase the appropriate Neuro-Link products
and services at highly discounted prices and to distribute it to businesses, partners and practitioners.

LEVEL 6 REGIONAL CORPORATE PARTNER
Regional Corporate Partners are very well established, credible businesses or assessment companies in the
people development industry, with a strong client base and a platform of influence across countries and / or states.
Our Regional Corporate Business Partners meet the criteria of being highly qualified and experienced distributors of
assessments and learning solutions who are known for their ethical business conduct. They maintain their company
identity and brand, but train, market, distribute and sell Neuro-Link’s unique assessments and online learning
solutions as a separate new stream of generating revenue. Our Regional Corporate Partners are licensed as
the major distributors and re-sellers of Neuro-Link’s assessments and learning solutions in large quantities across
various countries and / or states. They have completed all the appropriate online practitioner training for the
products they sell and conduct training for all Neuro-Link’s products and services in their region. Besides direct
sales and learning solutions delivery to their clients, they also recruit and create a lucrative business hub, consisting
of all levels of partnerships and practitioners. Regional Corporate Business Partners create a business partner
infrastructure consisting of Corporate / Country / State / Province Partners, Master Certified and Certified Partners,
as well as practitioners. Their license agreement secures them the right to purchase Neuro-Link products and
services at the highest discounted prices possible.

BENIFITS
Significant earning potential
The ability to make a tangible difference in your
community and world
An opportunity for creating your own personal and
financial freedom
The luxury of controlling how you spend your time
The independence of owning your own business
The ability to work from your existing location, or
even from your office at home
The intellectual challenge and reward of working
with executives and professionals at companies of
all sizes across the world
The ability to add brand equity and increased value
to your existing portfolio of products and services
The flexibility of growing your business the way
you want to
The ability to offer unique and credible products
and services in the people development industry
Add a well-recognized brand to your portfolio
Add a recurring revenue stream to your business
Expand your revenue potential
Develop new clients and reasons to visit past
clients
Diversify your product and service lines
Make your service offerings more meaningful and
profitable
Offer added value and new insights to your clients
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